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(Free for personal use) I'm using this utility to
check the HARD DRIVE atttribute. When I run the
utility as administrator, in the HD Checker Torrent
Download, the related HARDDRIVE attribute are
detected and displayed properly. But when I don't
run it as administrator, the HARDDRIVE attribute

are not detected How can I fix this problem? A:
Turn on HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\Curr

entControlSet\Services\Hdcheck\Parameters
"EnableHdCheck"=dword:00000000 Q:

"unexpected value" in jquery live function I am
using the.live function to capture key presses. I
have a custom listener set in my javascript to

handle every keypress and it works fine. But when I
try to set up a.live listener like so:

$("#textbox").live('keydown', function() {
alert($(this).val()); }); Then I get this error "cannot
call methods on "live"" Can I use live like this? A:
The.live() method differs from.on() and.delegate()
in that it binds a handler to a collection of elements

rather than a selector. You need to bind it to a
selector, like this: $('#textbox').live('keydown',

function() { alert($(this).val()); }); A: If you bind to
a element, it's different from using an id which is
the typical reason that this error is thrown. Your

element can be expressed as the following:
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$("#textbox, #other_element,
#some_element").live('keydown', function() {

alert($(this).val()); }); If it's not an element but a
collection, you can use delegate. $("#textbox,

#other_element,
#some_element").delegate('keydown', function() {

alert($(this).val()); }); But I find that in 99% of
situations

HD Checker

HD Checker Cracked Version is a tool to monitor
the local hard drives. Hard Disk Checker Pro is a

complete system utility that assists users by
monitoring and identifying the health and status of

their hard drives. It monitors various hard drive
parameters for errors and alert users when hard

drive errors occur. Hard Disk Checker Pro includes
the following features: * Monitor hard drive

parameter such as S.M.A.R.T. status, SMART
values, etc. * Monitor hard drive and remote server
performance via remote monitoring and monitoring
of performance between two hard disks. * Check
the current version of Windows installed on the

system. * Search for error codes and help files for
hard drive errors. * Preview the hard drive data

prior to any action. * Monitor the SATA, PATA,
and SCSI drives and hard disk drives. * Display

messages and performance information. * Display
status of linked files and folders. * Automatically

detects hard drive failure. * Automatically
monitors hard drive with a specified volume

capacity. * Automatically monitors single volume
or multiple volumes. * Automatically monitors

multiple volumes of multiple drives. * Customize
the hard drive monitoring. * Generate alert

messages in case of error detection. * See detailed
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error information. * Complete installation setup. *
Full support for all editions of Windows (Vista, 7,

8, and 8.1). Hard Disk Checker Pro Help file
contains more details about the many features of

Hard Disk Checker Pro. Hard Disk Checker Pro is
a complete system utility that assists users by

monitoring and identifying the health and status of
their hard drives. It monitors various hard drive
parameters for errors and alert users when hard

drive errors occur. Hard Disk Checker Pro includes
the following features: * Monitor hard drive

parameter such as S.M.A.R.T. status, SMART
values, etc. * Monitor hard drive and remote server
performance via remote monitoring and monitoring
of performance between two hard disks. * Check
the current version of Windows installed on the

system. * Search for error codes and help files for
hard drive errors. * Preview the hard drive data

prior to any action. * Monitor the SATA, PATA,
and SCSI drives and hard disk drives. * Display

messages and performance information. * Display
status of linked files and folders. * Automatically

detects hard drive failure. * Automatically
monitors hard drive with a specified 6a5afdab4c
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HD Checker contains a very quick and useful
monitoring and troubleshooting system for hard
drives. Built-In support and monitor all S.M.A.R.T
attributes of all the local EIDE hard drives which
can be easily configured to support and monitor all
your important drive attributes. Provides very
quick and easy to use utility which works for all the
drive attributes in a matter of second. HD Checker
is completely Free. HD Checker Version History:
Version 1.2.0 Support monitoring hard disk
S.M.A.R.T. attributes. Version 1.1.0 The Windows
Win32 API has been used to create a very simple
but yet an effective monitoring system. Support
monitoring all the local EIDE hard disks attributes.
Complete Free. Version 1.0.0 HD Checker 1.0.0
created first version based on S.M.A.R.T.
technology to control the status of the local hard
drives. HD Checker is capable to provide options to
adjust the monitor threshold from which the system
should notify you. Also HD Checker 0.1.0 adds
many features which are very useful for any eide
disk monitoring system. I hope this helps. Q:
Spring MVC - Mapping Url to Contoller My
Controller is mapping to this method
@RequestMapping(value="/",
method=RequestMethod.GET) public String
index(ModelMap map) { Object object = new
Object(); map.addAttribute("object", object);
return "index"; } I'm getting the problem when i
map with? (e.g.
search.aspx?navType=navCategory) as
@RequestMapping(value="/search",
method=RequestMethod.GET) public String
search(@RequestParam(value="navType",
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required=false) String navType, ModelMap map) {
Object object = new Object();
map.addAttribute("object", object); return
"search"; } and my jsp page will redirect to
search.aspx?navType=navCategory How to remove
the? so my page will remain the same. A: Either
remove the @RequestParam from the method
signature or add an @Request

What's New In HD Checker?

HD Checker is based on S.M.A.R.T. technology to
control the status of the EIDE hard disks, to
prevent data loss and predict failures. The program
reads the results of tests on the hard drive and
displays an informative screen, indicating the
problem if any. HD Checker can notify in case of
hard drive status change in different ways using
popup windows and/or by email. The information
displayed can be customized by the user by sending
a request to the designer. The user can also choose
when HD Checker has to alert him by selecting a
custom percentage threshold in which every hard
disk attribute can change with no alert. HD
Checker features: HD Checker is a free, small-
sized, smart program, which is able to
automatically test any hard disk to check its health
status, monitor the activity and warn you
immediately when any trouble occurs. HD
Checker can analyze automatically the status of the
local hard disk and display any out-of-norm status
on a graphical window. The application has been
designed by IT specialists to work efficiently, even
on systems with less than 512 MB of RAM. You
can choose a custom monitor percentage in which
every hard disk attribute can change with no alert.
HD Checker measures the performance of the hard
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disks using S.M.A.R.T. technology, with a custom
option to show the performance of the hard disk
during the last "complete" test. HD Checker
provides a graphic window for the user to view the
detailed test results of the hard disk in order to
obtain information about the temperature,
vibrations, inactivity, start/stop errors, stop time,
write errors, etc. HD Checker includes a
configurable panel of messages to indicate
warnings or information about specific failures.
The program has been tested on all hard disks
available on the market and it can successfully
evaluate the hard disk status with any brand
(however, it is advisable to check the specific
configuration of your hard disk before running HD
Checker). HD Checker is a Win32 application
written in C/C++. HD Checker provides the
evaluation of the local hard disk using the SMART
technology to see if the hard disk is working
properly, to ensure that the hard disk is in good
health. In case it detects a problem, HD
Checker will inform you immediately. You may get
a message indicating if the hard disk is showing
problems or not. HD Check
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System Requirements:

-Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8 (64-bit only) -Intel
Core i5 or equivalent or better CPU -4GB of RAM
(8GB recommended) -10GB of available hard-disk
space for installation -DirectX 9.0c -HDD Space
for System files -8GB or greater Blu-Ray Disc
Drive -1366x768 screen resolution or higher -DVD
Disc Drive -Mouse and Keyboard -2 USB 2.0 ports
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